
 
 

 

    

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 

Panasonic® i-PRO to Unveil New Vision for the Future  

at ISC West 2020 

New Business Plan Fueled by AI-Driven Solutions and Innovation at the Edge 

 

 

 

Houston, TX (February 6, 2020) – Panasonic Security Systems, a business unit of the recently 

formed Panasonic i-PRO Sensing Solutions Co., Ltd., is poised to reaffirm its long-held position 

as a global leader in the professional security and surveillance marketplace at ISC West 2020. 

With a new vision, Panasonic i-PRO will take center stage at ISC West 2020 to officially launch 

its new business strategy and solutions roadmap. The Panasonic i-PRO exhibition (booth 

10037) will focus on providing users with meaningful innovations tailored to their specific 

challenges employing the latest developments in AI-enhanced software and intelligent edge 

devices.  

 

“ISC West presents the perfect industry platform to unveil the new vision for our company here 

in the U.S, and the innovative technologies and solutions we have in line to support it,”  said Bill 

Brennan, Vice President of the Security Division. “Our enhanced portfolio of AI-driven open 

platform software and analytics combined with new imaging and intelligent edge solutions 

provide us with the unique ability to deliver comprehensive integrated solutions specifically 

tailored to address specific needs and challenges.”  



 
 

 

    

 

The Panasonic i-PRO exhibit at ISC West will feature four primary pavilions addressing critical 

trends and applications including: AI solutions and integrated systems on the technology front, 

and local government and education on the application front.  

 

Featured products and solutions showcased across the exhibit will include: 

 

Significant enhancements to Video Insight™, a powerful and fully scalable Video Management 

System (VMS) that comes fully integrated with the company’s i-PRO MonitorCast™ access 

control platform include: support for Intel 9th generation chipsets for enhanced server 

performance; HALO IoT smart sensor integration that enables features like vape detection with 

alerts, as well as the detection of various other environmental impurities; a new client to support 

Apple TV media boxes; facial recognition redaction to blur individuals’ faces on recorded video 

used or forensic investigations for privacy protection; visitor management integration; joystick 

integration; advanced rules management; and more.  

 

The new i-PRO AI Camera Series capitalizes on new developments in AI to deliver higher 

levels of intelligence at the edge. The new series features nine (9) new indoor and outdoor 

cameras complemented by two software modules that can run advanced analytics at the edge, 

further optimizing system bandwidth and storage requirements. A Software Development Kit 

(SDK) is also available to enable third party software compatibility.  

 

The new i-PRO U Series Cameras deliver high performance imaging capabilities at competitive 

price points. The new U Series includes eight (8) indoor and outdoor dome and bullet cameras 

with features that include: H.265 compatibility, Video Motion Detection (VMD), and a host of 

advanced features found on i-PRO Extreme cameras. The new U Series are bundled with  

i-PRO Video Insight 7.5 VMS software and feature a five year warranty.  

 

Panasonic i-PRO will also be featuring its innovative FacePRO™ Facial Recognition 

Software, which was rated the “world’s highest rated facial recognition engine” by the National 



 
 

 

    

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), in addition to the company’s recently expanded 

portfolio of Intelligent Analytics.  

 

XXX 

 

For more information visit security.us.panasonic.com. 
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About Panasonic i-PRO Sensing Solutions Corporation of America  
Panasonic i-PRO Sensing Solutions Corporation of America (PIPSA), a provider of comprehensive 
Security Systems, Public Safety Solutions and Medical Imaging products, software and services, began 
operation as a new company on October 1, 2019. PIPSA is built on a history of innovation that spans 
over 60 years with Panasonic, as it expands its portfolio with advanced AI-driven software solutions to 
complement the company’s renowned line of best-in-class video capture technologies and edge 
products. For more information visit security.us.panasonic.com/ .  
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